BIGGER
VISION
MARK ETING
WORK BOOK
Spread your message and engage new supporters.

WELCOME
Thanks for downloading the Bigger Vision Marketing Workbook. This workbook was
designed to help you work through the Bigger Vision Marketing system in order to
create a sustainable marketing plan for your social enterprise.
It’s a lengthy process, but it’s worth it. With an effective marketing plan you’ll reach
more new customers and turn them into passionate supporters of your cause.

ABOUT ME
My name is Cassi Lowe, founder of Be Good, and I’m a design &
marketing professional with 15 years of experience. I’ve worked
with a wide range of businesses, large and small, throughout my
career. Over time I realized I most enjoy working with businesses
that focus on people and planet as much as profit.
I would love to see a world where triple bottom line is the standard way of doing
business. That’s why I’m publishing this guide + workbook for free. I want to make sure
ethical businesses have the resources they need to thrive.

QUESTIONS?
Need some guidance? Stuck on a particular section? Not sure how everything fits
together for your business? Click here to book a free consultation.

BIGGER VISION MARKETING QUESTIONNAIRE
The worksheet below is modified from the Open Source Marketing Project’s Circuit
Questionnaire. These questions are the essential first step to creating an effective
marketing plan. We need to know where we are now, so we can figure out how to move
forward.

SECTION 1: BRAND
Why do you do what you do? Beyond making a profit, for what purpose does this
business exist?

What is your ultimate vision for the company and/or the world?

What is utterly unique about your business? What can no competitor ever claim?

If you got $10,000,000 of investment tomorrow, what would you do?

If all the barriers that hold you back from achieving your highest vision or mission were
suddenly removed, what would happen?

What does your company/brand stand FOR?
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What does it stand AGAINST?

In what ways could your brand be seen as contentious, or disruptive?

What drives you CRAZY about other people or practices in your industry?

What made you decide to start your business?

What is the core promise that your business makes to every prospect, customer, or
follower? (How can you sum up the brand’s beliefs, its stance, as well as its promise?)

What are we offering that people can follow? (A tribe, brand, movement?)

What are your strengths?

What are your weaknesses (or perceived weaknesses)?
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List any ways in which you compromise or dilute your position, mission, or message
today.

How would everything look without those compromises?

What signs of brand authority can we point to? (Books, publications, testimonials,
speaking engagements, memberships, awards, talks, etc.?)

What partnerships do you already have that we could use to further your cause? Who
would be your natural allies?

SECTION 2: PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Do you deliver products, services, or a combination of both?

What makes your product / service unique?

Who else is offering the same, or similar, to the same market? How does it compare to
yours?
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How did you develop this product / service?

Do you LOVE making this product / providing this service? Why?

Are you GREAT at making this product / providing this service? Why?

What is it about this product / service that makes it special?

What will this give people that other products / services can’t?

How much does it cost you to make the product / provide the service?

How big are profit margins?

What other ways might there be of providing this product / service at different price
points to suit different types of customers?
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Do products or lines change frequently? Are products / services always available, or
does availability change over time?

Does your business naturally have quiet times of the week / year?

What DON’ T you do?

Is there a frequency or pattern of use?

SECTION 3: PROPOSITION
How is this offering radically different to the rest of the market?

How can this uniquely solve the customer’s problem?

What is the promised outcome?

List all the reasons why the customer WILL get the promised outcome?
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List all the benefits to the customer that this delivers. How can the benefits be
demonstrated, or otherwise proven?

What will buying the proposition mean to the prospect? Specifically, what kind of
person does it make them, or indicate that they are?

Can buying this entitle the customer to some identity or group?

What hard evidence is there that we can show to prove it works, or that we can be
trusted? (Case studies? Reports? Statistics? Group tests?)

What other soft evidence can we present? (Testimonials? Anecdotal evidence?
Celebrity endorsements? Reviews? Are lots of people using this right now? What are
they saying about it?)

Is the availability of this offer limited in any way (such as stock numbers, or time
window)?

What reasons are there for the prospect to act NOW?
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What’s the general posture of the proposition relative to competition? (E.g. Leader?
Niche? Challenger? Follower? Cheaper alternative?)

How many questions is a prospect likely to have to get answered before making a
decision?

Are propositions suitable for gifts, celebrations, or other events?

How easy or quick will it be for somebody to understand what you offer?

In your proposition, are you inviting your prospects to try something totally new, or an
alternative to something they use now? (If you’re asking them to switch products or
services, what is the primary benefit of switching?)

SECTION 4: PROBLEM
Is this a problem that occurs at a specific point in time? Or is it something that it is
worth preventing before it happens? Is it preventable?

Does the problem cause pain (physically, psychologically, or emotionally)? (If so,
describe it as accurately as you can.)
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Is there urgency?

What are the long-term prospects or consequences if the problem is not addressed?

If not a problem, is there an attractive opportunity?

List ALL possible alternative solutions to the problem. (Commercial competition. Homegrown/DIY solutions. Doing nothing.)

Will this be a one-time, occasional, or regular purchase?

Is the problem sensitive or embarrassing?

Is this a problem the prospect knows they have?

Is there evidence to say people are prepared to take action to address the problem? Is
there evidence that people will pay to solve the problem? If so, how much?
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What other (competing) ways exist to solve the problem? Which of these are known to
our target prospects?

What are the causes of the problem? What causes are there that the prospect does not
yet realize?

SECTION 5: MARKETS
Is it a Business (B2B) or Consumer (B2C) market?

What is the target market’s level of awareness about the problem and your proposition?
Step Zero: Has no conscious awareness of the problem.
Step One: Is aware of the problem, and may be open to solutions, but is not aware
that any solutions exist.
Step Two: Aware of the existence of solutions, but not ours.
Step Three: Aware of our solution, but not convinced of its particular benefits.
Step Four: Convinced of the benefits of our solution, but not that they must buy.
Step Five: Ready to buy.

What scale of shift in thinking will be required to get them to subsequent awareness
steps? (How much information will need to be communicated in order to effect that
shift? How long might that take?)
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What do we know for sure about these people? (Gender? Localized or global? Age
ranges? Common interests? Job, problem, dreams, hopes, frustrations? Religion,
ethnicity, language? Education, experience, habits, life story?)

What can we safely predict about their attitudes and preferences? (Attitude to Risk
versus Security? ... Quality vs. Value? ... Novelty vs. Proven record? Do we know where
they sit on the technology adoption curve? ... Individual vs. Mass-market? ... Design vs.
Functionality?)

What is the size of the market?

What’s the target prospect’s ability to pay?

Where do they congregate?

List ALL the possible objections we can think of that people might offer to taking up our
proposition.

What’s the prospect’s deepest motivation?

What view of the world does the prospect hold true?
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What are they most concerned about? (Price / Speed / Quality?)

How can we spot the people we don’t want to be talking to?

Who MUST take advantage of this offer, and why?

Who should NOT take advantage of this offer? Who would it be WRONG for?

Who does our target prospect look up to? (Brands, job types, individuals?)

What prior knowledge, experience, or education does someone require in order to
qualify or benefit from the offering, if any?

What do these people need in order to become passionate advocates?

What assumptions are we making about the prospect or market? (How could we test
those assumptions quickly and cheaply?)
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Does the prospect want a solution they can implement themselves, or help to solve it, or
do they want it solved for them?

Could other people influence the buying decision?

Can we refine the possible market to an ideal target customer?

Are customers likely to have direct contacts (friends, colleagues, or their own suppliers
or customers) who are also in the target market?
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BIGGER VISION MARKETING REVIEW
The worksheet below is modified from the Open Source Marketing Project’s Circuit
Review. This review worksheet will help us condense the information from the
Questionnaire. We’ll also pull in other current business stats and information to give us a
complete picture of where we are now.

GOALS / CURRENT STATS
What is your main goal right now? Be specific.

How do you track your digital metrics? (Google Analytics, Shopify/Woocommerce, etc.,
Social Media Followers...)

How will you know when you’ve reached your goal?

Define a specific time period to work on this goal/campaign (1 month, 1 quarter, 1 year?):

OVERALL
Do we feel elements in the Questionnaire are:
Present? Clear? Distinctive? Strong? Do all the elements align with each other?
If not, what is out of line, and what could be changed to bring that element into
alignment?
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IS THE BRAND GOOD?
Is it clear what the brand stands for, its mission or purpose?
Does it have a compelling story to tell that resonates with that?
Is the mission story (and reason why) credible?
Are you fully engaged with this as a mission?

Are we 100% clear... WHO or WHAT you ARE. WHAT you DO. HOW you do it uniquely.
WHAT your global proposition (promise) is. And WHY you do it at all?

Are there any areas of compromise or friction?
What would it take to remove any compromise, and to be the best that we can be?

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Is the product or service offering in alignment with the Brand?

Do you love to deliver this? Do you do it well?

Is there a clear demand (or unexpressed need) for this? Is it unique, or at least
distinctive, in the marketplace? If not, what can we focus on, or develop, to make
something that is unique?
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PROPOSITION
Does it perfectly express why the product/service/package is the ideal solution to the
Problem?

Is the proposition distinctive and remarkable? Does it make a big, bold promise?

PROBLEM / PROPOSITION GAP
The Awareness Ladder:
Step Zero: Has no conscious awareness of the problem.
Step One: Is aware of the problem, and may be open to solutions, but is not aware
that any solutions exist.
Step Two: Aware of the existence of solutions, but not ours.
Step Three: Aware of our solution, but not convinced of its particular benefits.
Step Four: Convinced of the benefits of our solution, but not that they must buy.
Step Five: Ready to buy.
When people are conscious about the problem (Steps 1 or 2), how big a gap is there to
make them aware of our offering and its benefits (Steps 3 and 4)?

What is the scale and nature of communication that will be required to bridge the gap?
Will it take minutes, hours, days, or weeks to communicate fully everything that needs
to be communicated?

What volume of information? A page, a chapter, or a whole book?
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Will any media types be a natural fit? For example, a guided meditation would be great
in audio, but not in text. A physical product could be demonstrated in photos, drawings,
or videos. A complex logical argument might work most effectively as a book. An
emotive sales message could be great as a live-action video presentation.

PROBLEM
Is the problem well defined? If not, can we focus it more?

Is it sufficiently poignant and motivating to get people to take action? If not, can we
further refine the problem, or consider alternative problems that are likely to be more
motivating?

PROBLEM / MARKET GAP
How big a consciousness gap is there between the market and the problem? I.e. Are
people already aware of the problem (Step 1 or later), or do we need to put measures in
place in our campaign to create a bridge (Step 0)?

What is the scale and nature of communication that will be required to bridge the gap?
(See notes for Problem-Proposition gap above.)
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MARKET
Do we know exactly who we want to reach?

Is it possible to focus on a subset of this group, to identify those who are not just in the
target market, but the ideal model customers, who’ll be the most profitable and faithful?

Are we confident that we can reach them where they congregate? Consider e.g.
Keyword searchability; Facebook groups; Forums; Dedicated websites; Do we truly
know what they really care about?

QUICK WINS
Use this space to brainstorm your “quick wins” based on the Questionnaire + Review.
Read the Quick Wins section of the Bigger Vision Marketing Strategy Guide for ideas.
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CREATE AWARENESS: OUTREACH
Use this space to brainstorm potential Outreach strategies.

CREATE AWARENESS: INBOUND MARKETING
Use this space to brainstorm potential Inbound Marketing strategies.
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CAPTURE LEADS
Use this space to brainstorm Lead Capture ideas.

NURTURE YOUR AUDIENCE
Use this space to brainstorm Audience Nurturing ideas.
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CLOSE THE SALE
Use this space to brainstorm ways to improve your sales process.

CONTINUIT Y
Use this space to brainstorm strategies to increase the number of repeat customers.
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PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
Create a unified marketing plan based on the sections above. Try to pick at least one
tactic for each section.

OUTREACH

INBOUND MARKETING

CAPTURE LEADS

NURTURE YOUR AUDIENCE

CLOSE THE SALE

CONTINUIT Y
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TRACK WHAT MAT TERS
Define the metrics you’ll track to make sure you’re making progress in each area.

OUTREACH

INBOUND MARKETING

CAPTURE LEADS

NURTURE YOUR AUDIENCE

CLOSE THE SALE

CONTINUIT Y

QUESTIONS?
Need some guidance? Stuck on a particular section? Not sure how everything fits
together for your business? Click here to book a free consultation.

LET ’ S WORK TOGETHER
You don’t have to do this alone.
The Bigger Vision Marketing Workshop is a series of 1-on-1 sessions over the course
of 4-6 weeks to help guide you through the system. I’ll help you notice blind spots,
brainstorm creative campaign ideas, and encourage you to think deeper about your
brand and messaging.
We’ll cover each section in depth, so you can implement an effective marketing plan
that allows you to reach more new customers and turn them into passionate supporters
of your cause.

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED WITH A FREE CONSULTATION
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